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Choose the right item ( A, B, C, or D) 

 

A. From the beginning of the second century A.H. Arabic poetry began to have a deeper meaning 

and more precision in thought by virtue of it being composed by those who were well versed with 

the problems of knowledge, philosophy graces of human culture.  

 

1. According to the passage the reason of improvement in Arabic poetry in second century A.H. 

was………………………………………………….. 

 a. poets' studying in the field of philosophy  

 b. poets' composing about thought  

 c. knowledgeable poets dealt with difficulties in man's understanding and philosophy.  

 d. in second century A.H. poets had to study different culture 

2. Of the following items which one is the synonym of "exactness" ? 

 a. well versed       b. precision        c. grace        d. virtue  

3. "…….by virtue of it being composed by those who were". The underlined word it refers 

to…………………………. 

 a. poetry         b. problem         c. thought         d. knowledge   

4. Which items means "�����" in Persian? 

 a. precision         b. grace          c. verse       d. virtue 

B. " The poetry of the Abbasid society should show a creative response to Iranian literature, 

Indian wisdom and Greek philosophy. Thus, the mode of this period was totally different to that 

of the earlier poets." 
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5. " To show creative response" means……………………………………. 

 a. to show reaction against Iranian literature 

 b. Remain inactive in front of Indian wisdom 

 c. To be interested about Greek philosophy 

 d. positively accepting Iranian, Indian and Greek superiority in a number of sciences.      

6." The mode of this period……. " . What is the reference of this period? 

 a. the Abbasid society      b. the earlier dynasty      

 c. after Hejrat history     d. the sasanid period 

7. "totally different"  means……………………………….. 

 a. few similarities                                          b. completely diverse     

 c. with equal similarities and differences     d. without dissimilarities  

 

C. The Persian books were the first works of foreign literature that were translated into Arabic. 

They provided new insights to the Arab rulers in the fields of politics, administration, literature 

and various sciences of that era.  

 

8. According to the passage Persian  ………………………….………….. 

 a. politics reinforced by the influence of Arabic translated works       

 b. books were not welcome in Arabic literature  

 c. received new insight from Arabic literature   

 d. Was the first language translated in to Arabic  

9. Which item is translated in Persian as " يسرپرست " ? 

 a. insight         b. various       c. administration       d. era 
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10. The Persian with the………………….in the development of the philology, and grammatical and 

other Islamic…………………, while reserving for the early Arabs. 

 a. forecast / disciplines                      b. foremost / disciplines 

 c. foremost / decisive                        d. forecast / decisive 

11. ������ �	
� ��، التذهيب، الصحاح القاموس  are ………………………were compiled by Iranian scholars.  

 a. books in Ilm Fiqh           b. geographical sources books 

 c. Arabic dictionaries          d. literary books 

12. …………………….written by Ibn-Al-Abbad is a well-known work about Arabic……….. . 

 a. القاموس / Ilm Lughah                  b. المحيط / grammar 

 c. المخصص / Literary criticism          d. المجمل / Lexicography  

13. Who is the first compiler of Arabic dictionary? 

 a. Al-Sirafi        b. Ibn Al-Manzor        

 c. Khalil Ibn Ahmad farahidi      d. Al-Qazwini  

14. ………………………is known as a literary critics who for the first time introduced essay-writing 

in Arabic literature. 

 a. Al-Hirawi          b. Al-Sahibi           c. Al-Sirafi           d. Ibn Al-Duraid  

15. "To embrace Islam" means………………………………Islam. 

a. to accept          b. to hold           c. to propagate          d. to appall 

16. "Poets also utilized their poetry for the…………………of the true faith of Islam." 

 a. propagated        b. propagator          c. propagation          d. propagate 

 

E. " Undoubtedly, translation worked as the bridge between various communities which helped to 

bring together various communities which helped to bring together various civilizations and cultures 

after coming under the Islamic rule."  
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17. Translation played the role of………………………… 

 a. making gape between various communities 

 b. making different civilization 

 c. connection between different nations 

 d. departing communities  

18. "Coming under the Islamic rule" stand for………………………… 

 a. improving the rules of Islam                 b. coming across the Islamic law    

 c. denying the superiority of Moslems        d. accepting Islam  

19. "Various communities" means…………………………………… 

 a. the same commands          b. not the same commanding 

 c. diverse companies             d. different societies  

20. But it is ……………………that ابن الجهم was the translator of خداينامه. 

 a. indisputable        b. indisputably        c. dispute         d. disputation  

 this great writer, through his new treatises written in a lively style."  The underlined ,مروان ابن محمـد " .21

word means…………………………….. 

 a. stories          b. critical work        c. articles       d. poets 

22. Khusru Anushirwan had passed orders that the ……………………and counsels of  بـوذرجمهر should 

be written in gold ink. 

 a. admissible          b. admit       c. admonish       d. admonitions  

 

23. What makes difference between ابن المقفع and عبدالحميد style of writing and early Arabic prose? 

 a. Beauty of style and fineness of phraseology 

 b. Conciseness in their styles of writing 

 c. Their poetic style of writing 

 d. Their poetic style is a manner that follows the meaning. 
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24. ……………………in the second century of Hijri became the founder of a novel school of Arabic 

prose and had his own style of writing under his name. 

 a. مروان ابن محمد         b. عبدالحميد         c. انيس المقدسي           d. ن المقفعاب  

25. What is the concept of تاج نامه? 

 a. History of Sasanid dynasty 

 b. duties of Iranian in the court of Arabs     

 c. duties of scribe and rules of the at of writing 

 d. duties of translated fragments from pahlavi. 

  )باشد نمره مي 2بارم هر سؤال (  .ترجمه نماييد روان پاراگرافهاي زير را به فارسي 

1. " The poetry of the Abbasid society should show a creative response to Iranian  

literature, Indian wisdom and Greek philosophy. Thus, the mode of this period was totally different to 

that of the earlier poets." 

 

2. The Persian books were the first works of foreign literature that were translated into Arabic. They 

provided new insights to the Arab rulers in the fields of politics, administration, literature and various 

sciences of that era. 

  

3. " Undoubtedly, translation worked as the bridge between various communities which helped to 

bring together various communities which helped to bring together various civilizations and cultures 

after coming under the Islamic rule."  
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